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Debtors simply have to be honest with their creditors on their financial capability to pay. If creditors
see the sincerity of debtors in settling their debts as they do not want to lose their homes, they can
work together to make things work out. They can avail of loan modification if the borrower is
experiencing difficulty in making payments, he must be able to present documents proving that
there was indeed a change in his financial situation which brought out such difficulty.   As long as
the borrower has been delinquent for at least 90 days (which he did not do on purpose), owns the
property as his primary residence, and has not filed for bankruptcy, then he qualifies for this option. 
Finally, to make things work out, there should be an open line of communication with the lender and
a cordial working relationship.  No agreement can be worked out if one party is hostile or exhibits
animosity towards the other.  It should always be remembered that both parties are trying to help
one another to arrive at an arrangement where everyone is happy, and not simply to destroy one
another.

Loan Software Promotion includes a complete loan modification software package to start and run
your own loan modification company, and to do your own loan modification the easiest way
possible. In addition, the software package also includes a Forensic Loan Audit software to audit
mortgage loans complete with forensic audit training manuals and guides, in addition to over 80
additional free bonus products included with the package.

Loan Modifications are quickly emerging as a growing market on almost a daily basis. Increasingly
Loan Modifications are becoming higher in demand than ever. Loan Modification reps and services
are entering a new solution integrated era. An era which is revolutionaizing real estate and the
finance industries on a wide scale.

Solutions which result from loan modification are far and wide. Modified interest rates, forensic loan
solutions, additional benefits to borrower, and in some cases a borrowers loan is forgiven and
interest repaid. In addition, years from now there will be further effects of the solutions emerging
from this revolutionary era we are witnessing.

Those entering the real estate market as a professional at the present time either doing loan mods,
real estate sales, or processing have a keen view of the new solutions and changes which are
taking place. This in turn will produce additional experienced professionals for years to come in this
new solution oriented market we are witnessing.
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